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Copyright or wrong:



Forget the legalese and just play

fair! We work hard to produce
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AFTER YEARS OF e-drum drought, the flood gates are now

open and our test bed is at full capacity.

In recent weeks, we have seen the long-awaited launch of

Superior Drummer 3, the first couple of shipments of Pearl’s

mimicPRO module, initial deliveries of the new Simmons

SD2000 and various other new arrivals.

This edition includes comprehensive reviews of two of those

products, with the SD2000 still being tested.

As we complete this edition, we also have the new Keith

McMillen BopPad MIDI drum controller on the test bed. Next

up, we’re expecting the ATV aDrum kit and the new 2box

DrumIt Three module. And we’re also awaiting a new product

from Yamaha, but we’ve been asked not to reveal any details.

On the VST front, we’re testing DrumDrops’ new 60s Motown

Kit BFD Pack.

All of this new gear means some tough decisions lie ahead in

our annual Readers’ Choice awards which are open to all

products launched between January 1 and December 31 this

year.

This edition also includes another round of mesh head reviews

in which we test some new arrivals, including three new threeply offerings. We had hoped to include Jobeky’s new three-ply

head, but alas they sent the wrong size and we didn’t want to

include rebound and acoustic noise readings from a 14” head

alongside all the results from 12” heads. Hopefully, we’ll be

able to source the correct head and include it in an update.

Our November magazine includes an interview with The

Church drummer Tim Powles. Although the band is huge in

Australia and some of its songs almost enjoy anthem status at

home, I was surprised to discover that the band still enjoys

huge popularity overseas, as demonstrated by the 30-city US

tour which has just ended.

I was intrigued by Tim’s e-drum expertise when he

participated, alongside Michael Schack and local Australian

drummer Ben Ellingworth, in a panel discussion I facilitated at

the inaugural Sydney Drum Show earlier this year. Even more

interesting is that Tim used a borrowed Roland TD-1 kit on the

latest Church album.

Traditionally, I’d be ending with early season’s greetings, with

the November edition being the last of the year. However, we

now publish a monthly blog in the “off” months, and we’ve had

some very positive feedback to the “in-between” editions. The

extra newsletters allow us to keep you up to date with

developments in the industry and to share our interviews and

reviews in a more timely manner.

So, until next month, enjoy your read and start thinking about

nominations for our annual product and people recognitions.



editor@digitaldrummermag.com
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The long-awaited Pearl mimicPRO module has started shipping

and Allan Leibowitz put one through its paces.
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New module is no mimic



There are plenty of options for external triggers, and now

there’s one more. digitalDrummer looks at the new Simmons

ST1.

digitalDrummer continues to put mesh heads under the

microscope in our ongoing quest for the quietest, best-feeling

playing surface. This month, we add four more tests to our

growing catalogue.

Another virtual drum offering is making its way into drummers’

hands after a successful Kickstarter campaign and Allan

Leibowitz got an early test of the system.



2box is a survivor



When the 2box kit was launched, some questioned its build

quality and the ruggedness of the system. So, five years after

purchasing a kit, Jan van Vugt reports on its current state of

health.



Profile: Tim Powles



The Church drummer Tim Powles started drumming at school in

his native New Zealand. Like so many Kiwis, he chose to move

to Australia to pursue his musical career. Electronics have been

a key part of his drumming journey, as he told digitalDrummer’s

Allan Leibowitz.

www.digitaldrummermag.com
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To MIDI or not
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Blue October drummer Jeremy Furstenfeld uses electronic

percussion to expand his playing palette.

Is MIDI drumming still drumming, or is it removed from the art

and skill of percussion? This is something Bill McCarthy has

been pondering.



E-drummers feature in photo book



E-drummers are among the musicians featured in From The

Riser: A Drummer’s Perspective II, a coffee-table book by

photographer and drummer David Phillips.



10 things to love about SD3



Last month’s release of Superior Drummer 3 may be a bit

overdue, but was certainly worth the wait. Here are some of the

features which make this VST offering a new benchmark.



Paradiddles with a difference



In this month’s training program, Raul Vargas takes one of the

rudiments to the next level.



A bad case of loving e-drums



digitalDrummer’s first edition back in 2010 detailed a case of

GAS (Gear Acquisition Syndrome). That was nothing compared

to Anthony Nalli’s affliction.
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New module

is no mimic



The long-awaited Pearl mimicPRO module

has started shipping and Allan Leibowitz

put one through its paces.



WHAT DO E-DRUMMERS want in a module?

They want real samples and lots of them. They

want universal trigger compatibility. They want

onboard FX and recording. And they want

separate outputs for each drum or cymbal.

Not rocket science, is it?



A couple of recent modules have come close,

most notably the Alesis Strike (of which we still

haven’t managed to get a review sample). And
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now there’s the Pearl mimicPRO with real

samples from Steven Slate Drums.



On paper, this is a winning formula, so let’s

check out if it lives up to the hype.



What’s in the box?



The mimicPRO is actually now packed in a

new box after some early modules were

damaged in shipping. The box is sturdy and



www.digitaldrummermag.com
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surprisingly small – especially for a $2,000-odd

piece of gear.



There’s no messing around or wastage: inside,

you’ll find a module, a power adapter (with

various plugs for different countries) and a card

directing you to the website where you can

download the owner’s manual.

The module itself is a sleek uncluttered unit

dominated by a 7” colour touchscreen and its

single control wheel.



The back panel has 16 stereo inputs (plus a hihat control jack), MIDI In and Out connectors,

six ¼” outputs plus an additional eight outputs

via a DB25 slot, an Aux In and Headphone

Out. There’s also a USB slot and an RJ45, the

function of which is a mystery.

The left-hand side has an on/off switch and an

SD card slot.

Under the hood, there is a class-leading 120

GB solid state hard drive.



Getting it together



The mimicPRO is a standalone module

designed to work with most third-party pads,

cymbals and controllers, which is a very smart

move. I guess Pearl learned from the mistakes

of 2box with its proprietary hi-hat arrangement

and the successes of ATV’s aD5 module which

works with just about anything.

I tested the module with the usual Noah’s Ark

of triggers: a Roland PD-128 snare, Hellensen

internal trigger system, a DIY cake tin trigger,

an Aquarian onHead, a Yamaha TP100, an

NFUZD kick trigger, a GoEdrum VH-11 clone

hi-hat, and Roland CY-15R and 14C cymbals.

Set-up is relatively quick and easy, with a

number of presets for common pads and

cymbals and reasonably good instructions in

the manual to tweak settings for individual

pads and playing styles.

And when it’s all dialled in, there’s a nifty

crosstalk control routine which learns your

setup and adjusts accordingly.



So, in terms of pad compatibility, this module

gets full marks. Its comprehensive settings
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allow you to adjust sensitivity and dynamics to

ensure great triggering from almost anything.

With the exception of the rimShot trigger for

the onHead, I had no problems with any of my

assorted triggers, from the snare which was

more than competent for both head and rim

playing, to the hi-hat with a smooth, subtle

range of sounds from open to closed – and a

fine chick response. (At the time of writing, a

new preset was being developed for the VH-12

hi-hat which users were struggling to dial in.)

There were rumours of latency issues after the

initial showings at NAMM, but in speed terms,

this module is no slouch. Reducing the scan

time right back, I registered 5 ms on the snare

input using the same PD-128 pad used for our

extensive latency testing. That’s about the

same as the 2box DrumIt Five. Using a direct

piezo sensor connected to one of the Aux

inputs, I was able to reduce the latency to just

on 3 ms, which is lightning fast.



So, for trigger compatibility, the mimicPRO

ticks the boxes. The only triggers it won’t work

with are the new-generation Roland digital

triggers.



The sounds



Pearl’s collaboration with Steven Slate Drums

dates back to its first RedBox module and

helps set the mimicPRO apart. Electronic

drummers have long asked for VST sounds in

their drum modules and the mimicPRO doesn’t

disappoint with the 60 kits, which include

samples from the still-to-be-released Steven

Slate Drums 5 library. The module ships with

more than 120 instruments, including various

Pearl, Ludwig, DW and Tama drums and

Zildjian, Sabian and Soultone cymbals.

There are two dozen kick drums, 26 snares

and an array of toms (although fewer than I’d

expected) from 8” to 18” – all exquisitely

sampled. The instruments have up to 28

velocity layers with up to 12 round robin hits

per each velocity layer. There are also various

articulations to add further variety, plus the

ability to layer kick and snare samples. The

sounds can also be tuned, and I got great
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The sample window: already some new Pearl tom samples have been added



results taking a couple of toms down a few

tones to increase the sonic palette on some

kits.



And yes, there’s a solitary brushes kit, but no

trigger setting to allow you to actually play it

with brushes.



Where the initial library is lacking – just like the

initial aD5 module – is in percussion sounds,

and so far there is just one cowbell. I’d expect

some more percussion pieces to be added, but

SSD has never been big on Latin instruments,

so you may have to look elsewhere for

samples. Similarly, you won’t find synth-type

sounds like Simmons of 808s.

The samples are, as you’d expect, superrealistic and a joy to play right out of the box.



Tweaking heaven – or hell



Of course, you could just plug and play and

make do with the stock sounds as they load

and be more than happy with those, but any

VST owner worth their salt would never settle

for defaults.



The mimicPRO is far more than a drum brain

with real samples. It is a virtual production

studio, with lots of room to shape sounds, mix

them and route them just how you want them.



I won’t get into the details of the editing

capability – because I haven’t explored

anywhere near all of the capabilities and also

because I know a lot of drummers will already

be bored with this discussion.

For starters, there are two separate mixers –

one for the headphone feed and another for

the amp/PA line. So you can route the click to

the headphones and it won’t go to front of

house. Or you could even take the stage mix

into your module and route that only to the

headphones, giving you all of the other

instruments' sounds in your cans.
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Of course, you can set your individual drum

and cymbal levels differently for the

headphone mix and the main Out, meaning

that you don’t have to listen to the mix selected

by someone else on the desk if you don’t want

to.

The first step in tweaking is to choose the

headphone or main output in the mixer

window; you can set levels and panning for

each instrument as well as for the room and

overhead mics. This is not virtual editing – it

uses real audio from real room and overhead

mics.

The “Mod” tab allows you to change attack,

sustain and release, as well as to tune the

instruments higher or lower and adjust the

number of velocity levels (range) for each

instrument.



The FX tab brings up the controls for

compressor, EQ and reverb. These are

adjusted instrument by instrument, which may

make sense to a producer, but for a drummer

making changes on the fly, I would have

preferred a Roland-style universal “ambience”

slider that adds the FX to the whole kit.

That said, the FX all work brilliantly – either

setting them manually or using some of the

supplied presets. The reverb, for example, is

very natural sounding and worlds apart from

the artificial sounds of rivals like the samplebased NFUZD.



Beyond the beat



These days, drummers expect more than the

ability to play live and the mimicPRO includes

a number of enhancements to allow users to

record their performances and to load playalong tracks.



The record function allows you to record drums

and to play it back and even loop it. You can

www.digitaldrummermag.com
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adjust the speed, for example, if you’re

learning a song and need to slow it down.



There are no built-in play-along tracks. Instead,

you can load your own audio files (.wav, 16 or

24 bit, 44100 Hz) via USB drive.

You won’t find training tools on the mimicPRO,

but that’s no surprise as this is not a module

for beginners.



But wait, there’s more



The mimicPRO is a fully functioning module

already loaded with 60 kits featuring great

high-quality sounds – and the ability to add

one-shot samples. Already, there has been one

software update to address a few minor issues.

But it’s clear that there’s plenty more to come.

The manual refers to adding libraries, so no

doubt additional SSD samples will be

accommodated in the months ahead. There’s

no word on whether these will be free or paid,

but given the aD5 precedent, I would expect

some charge for additional samples. (Just as

we went live, a free set of Pearl

Reference toms was added.)



The mimicPRO has entered the market at a

time of increased competition, with the Alesis

Strike selling like hot cakes and 2box about to

get back into the game with a more versatile

and cost-effective module, the DrumIt Three.

And the $2,200-plus street price has not

deterred buyers: Pearl seems to be selling

everything it can produce, as we can attest, not

being able to source a review module direct

from the manufacturer.

After a few weeks of playing, the module is

hard to fault and the only downside is the price

tag – although it is in the price range of the

flagship Roland TD-50 module.

In short, this is an excellent module which, I’m

sure, will only get better over time with new

samples and software updates. Even if the

editing tool doesn’t materialise, there are still

plenty of plusses in this new offering.



The developers have indicated

that owners will be able to add

their own multi-layer samples –

which is really a minimum

requirement from a device like

this, as recognised more than six

years ago when 2box released

an editor tool to create its custom

format from .wav files.



Overall



Pearl has set a new benchmark

with the mimicPRO, a module that works with

most triggers out there, is relatively easy to set

up (maybe a bit harder than aD5’s set-up

wizard) and has great sounds.

Its real strength is the multi-layer Steven Slate

Drums samples, with more than 120

instruments included in the 60 stock kits – and

the promise of more to come.

The module accommodates the largest of kits,

with 16 stereo inputs and, importantly for live

gigging, with 14 direct outs – more than

enough for almost any mixing desk.

The touchscreen is easy to navigate and the

module is fairly intuitive – even though it is

quite unlike the common interfaces from its

main rivals.
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Specifications



Module trigger inputs: 16 x 1⁄4" (trigger in) + 1⁄4"

hi-hat control

Sounds: Steven Slate Drums 5 sample library

Kits: 60

Effects: Compressor, EQ, reverb

Analogue inputs: 1⁄4" Aux in

Analogue outputs: 6 x 1⁄4" (line out), 1 x 1⁄4"

(headphones), 8 via DB25

MIDI: In/Out

USB: Type A (import .wav, AIFF)

Other I/O: RJ45

Storage: 120GB solid state hard drive, SD

card slot

Power: 12 v DC power supply (included)

Street price: $2,200
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